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Human-induced rapid environmental change (HIREC) poses threats to a variety of species, and if or how it changes phenotypes is a question of central importance bridging evolutionary ecology and conservation management. Social learning is one type of phenotypic plasticity that can shape organismal responses to HIREC; it allows organisms to acquire phenotypes on a timescale that closely tracks environmental change while minimizing the costs of individual learning. A common assumption in behavioral ecology, is that social learning is generally an adaptive way to cope with HIREC by facilitating the rapid spread of innovative responses to change. While this can be true, social learning can also be maladaptive. It may hinder the spread of adaptive behavior by causing a carryover of old, no longer adaptive behaviors that slow the response to HIREC or even promote the spread of maladaptive behaviors. Here, we present a conceptual framework outlining how an organism’s evolutionary history can shape cognitive mechanisms, social behavior, and population composition, which in turn affect how an organism responds to HIREC. We review quantitative theory and empirical evidence spanning the cultural evolution and behavioral ecology literature discussing how social learning helps or hinders organismal or species’ responses to HIREC. We highlight how mismatch of social learning mechanisms and time-lags in a post-HIREC environment can slow or limit the acquisition of adaptive behavior. We then discuss how different pathways of cultural transmission and social learning strategies can help or hinder responses to HIREC. We also review how HIREC may interfere with the transmission process by altering the public information sent from sender to receiver through the environment before receivers acquire any public information. Lastly, we discuss gaps and future directions including how animals integrate personal and social information, the interaction between personality and social learning, and social learning between heterospecifics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All organisms must respond to the challenges created by human-induced rapid environmental change (HIREC) including novel enemies (Mack et al., 2000), novel resources (Marczak et al., 2007), habitat change, loss/fragmentation (Goudie, 2013), human harvesting (Mace and Reynolds, 2001), novel contaminants (Walker et al., 2014), and climate change (Walther et al., 2002). While organisms have always encountered environmental change, HIREC is of particular interest because it is often characterized by changes that occur quickly and are more extreme; they are of a greater magnitude, occur more frequently, and affect larger spatial scales. HIREC also brings about a high degree of novelty (Candolin and Wong, 2012). Essentially, HIREC is an extreme, rapid change from that which animals have experienced in their evolutionary history. How well and how rapidly organisms adjust to these changes is critically important for both individual fitness and species persistence (Candolin and Wong, 2012; Sih, 2013; Wong and Candolin, 2015). Consequently, there has been increasing interest in examples of evolutionary responses to HIREC (Singer et al., 1993; Skelly et al., 2007) which often involve adaptive behavioral responses (Sih et al., 2011; Sih, 2013; Wong and Candolin, 2015). Notably, an animal’s ability to learn and adjust behaviors within its lifetime might serve as a crucial mechanism that allows it to rapidly adapt to HIREC situations. That is, even if animals exhibit maladaptive initial responses to HIREC, if they survive, they can potentially adjust behaviors via learning (Sih et al., 2011). These learned behaviors, in turn, may be important for affecting a species’ post-HIREC evolutionary trajectories (Baldwin, 1896; Maynard Smith, 1987; Chevin et al., 2010).

Social learning can serve as a key process through which information and adaptive responses spread within populations (Whitehead, 2010). Following Heyes (1994), we define social learning as “learning that is influenced by observation of, or interaction with, another animal or its products.” This definition encompasses a variety of social learning processes where social factors influence the probability of acquiring public information (Danchin et al., 2004). Like individual learning, social learning is a type of phenotypic plasticity (West-Eberhard, 1989) that permits the acquisition of phenotypes on a timescale that more closely tracks environmental change, and with less of a time-lag, than genetic or epigenetic inheritance. Unlike individual learning, these phenotypes are inherited from others.

Quantitative models often assume that social learning has decreased costs and risks compared to individual learning; it outsources risk-taking and potentially costly mistakes to others (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Aoki and Feldman, 2014). Cultural inheritance differs from genetic inheritance, as it occurs within an organism’s lifetime and may utilize information from multiple demonstrators (or cultural parents), including genetically unrelated ones (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981; Boyd and Richerson, 1985). Thus, the capacity for social learning to rapidly spread information and behaviors from a variety of demonstrators through a population makes it an important mechanism by which some species respond to rapid environmental change.

While there is compelling research on the ability of social learning to enhance responses to environmental change and its utility in conservation interventions (Whitehead et al., 2004; Whitehead, 2010; Greggor et al., 2016), our understanding of its potential to limit the spread of adaptive behavior in response to HIREC is lacking (Keith and Bull, 2017; Nieberding et al., 2018). The cultural evolution literature emphasizes the possibility that social learning leads to the spread of maladaptive behaviors or limits the spread of adaptive behaviors (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Laland and Williams, 1998; Giraldeau et al., 2002). These limitations might be due to an over-reliance on social information after environmental change or the increased variance in fitness associated with social learning over individual learning. Social learning may also be maladaptive when an organism’s social learning strategies, which evolved to allow individuals to cope with the volume and complexity of available social information in a population, lead to the acquisition of inaccurate information (Whitehead and Richerson, 2009). Additionally, social learning can result in maladaptive responses when offspring who rely on information from previous generations experience inertia, which hinders adaptive responses to change (Seppänen et al., 2007). This inertia, or time-lag, increases the likelihood that defective information will be passed from demonstrators to observers, especially as the rate of environmental change increases (Rogers, 1988). Additionally, the interference of HIREC with the transmission of social information (i.e., the production, propagation, or detection of a signal) can result in a maladaptive response by an individual who is reliant on the disrupted signal (Patricelli and Blickley, 2006; Lürling and Scheffer, 2007; Ward et al., 2008). Broadly speaking, the overall benefit of social learning depends on the details of the social learning process, and how it is affected by HIREC.

Ultimately, whether a species’ social learning response to HIREC is adaptive or maladaptive depends on its past environment (both within an individual’s lifetime and on an evolutionary timescale), its current social learning pattern, and the type of HIREC it encounters. In this paper, we present a framework which connects these three factors to predict how social learning might facilitate or hinder organisms’ adaptive responses to HIREC. Within this framework, we discuss the theory behind the evolution of social learning, the types of processes involved in social learning and the conditions under which particular types of social learning might make social learning maladaptive. These include the pathways of cultural transmission, or the generation from which an individual “inherits” the information, and social learning strategies, or the psychological mechanisms an individual uses to decide whom or what to copy. We also illustrate how HIREC might affect the propagation of social information through the environment from senders to receivers. Throughout the paper we present several HIREC scenarios and illustrate known examples, or potential examples, where social learning produces either adaptive or maladaptive responses to HIREC.
2. SOCIAL LEARNING AND HIREC: EMPIRICAL EXAMPLES

It may appear that the influence of social learning on individual responses to HIREC is well studied in behavioral ecology—particularly due to the pervasiveness of examples in popular culture like the spread of milk bottle-opening in blue tits (Hinde and Fisher, 1951). However, behavioral ecology lacks a cohesive framework for understanding when social learning facilitates adaptive responses to HIREC and when it results in maladaptive responses. Table 1 summarizes empirical examples of social learning under environmental change associated with HIREC; it is not meant to be comprehensive but is instead a collection of case studies that illustrate the breadth of social learning responses to HIREC.

In addition to examples in which social learning is adaptive (Teitelbaum et al., 2016) and maladaptive (Szymanski and Afton, 2005) Table 1 includes instances in which HIREC disrupts social learning from occurring (Shannon et al., 2013). Numerous human-induced changes, including pervasive environmental conditions (e.g., ocean acidification Ferrari et al., 2012, eutrophication (Fischer and Frommen, 2013) and culling of individuals (Shannon et al., 2013) can lead to a reduction in the availability of useful or accurate social information. This occurs either because information is never transmitted or because individuals no longer receive information that is transmitted.

Table 1 includes both lab and field studies. It is important to note that studying social learning in the field is extremely challenging both logistically and analytically (McElreath et al., 2008; Kendal et al., 2009b; Reader and Biro, 2010). Thus, despite the importance of field studies in understanding how social learning interfaces with HIREC, many of the current examples come from lab-based studies. In some cases, captive research may more clearly illustrate the nuances of social learning dynamics in a changing world, where researchers are able to understand detailed mechanisms that underlie learning processes (e.g., Chivers et al., 2016). However, manipulations in captivity are not always specifically or feasibly matched to realistic HIREC scenarios. To better understand the complexities of social learning in a changing world, more field and lab-based research is needed to examine social learning in systems currently experiencing HIREC or under conditions which closely mimic HIREC.

We excluded studies that address social learning in response to novelty or other environmental conditions not specifically linked to HIREC from Table 1. However, these excluded studies can help us generate predictions for how social learning leads to adaptive and maladaptive responses to HIREC. Thus, we include many of these excluded studies throughout this paper. As HIREC is a pressing source of change that numerous species will have to contend with, more work looking at responses to HIREC are needed. For example, studying cultural transmission from an anthropological comparative approach has stimulated much research effort toward understanding culture in non-human primates relative to other mammals. However, many 20th century primate studies are criticized for lacking ecological validity (Custance et al., 2002). Additionally, while many insects (e.g., bees) do socially learn (reviewed in Grüter and Leadbeater, 2014), we found few empirical examples with direct relevance to HIREC.

3. A FRAMEWORK FOR EXPLORING THE ROLE OF SOCIAL LEARNING IN SPECIES’ RESPONSES TO HIREC

In this section and in Figure 1 we present a framework for understanding the role of social learning in shaping individual, population or species level responses to HIREC. The specifics of an organism’s social learning response begin with its evolutionary history (Figure 1A) where environmental traits, including the rate of environmental change, ease of innovation, benefits and costs of adaptive behavior, and social structure, shape three components of social learning: (1) the proportion of individual to social learners (Figure 1B), (2) social learning pathways (Figure 1C), and (3) social learning strategies (Figure 1D). HIREC may interact with these components, and make social learning a less adaptive strategy, by altering the environmental traits important to the efficacy of social learning mechanisms creating mismatches of previously adaptive learning mechanisms to a post-HIREC world or an increased time-lag to acquiring adaptive behavior (discussed in section 3.1.2). The effects of these mismatches and time-lags affect the frequency of individuals with adaptive behavior post-HIREC, q, (Figure 1F), which affects the rate of increase of adaptive behavior, dq/dt (Figure 1G). Prior to an animal acting upon social information and HIREC interacting with evolved social learning mechanisms, HIREC may also directly affect the transmission process (Figure 1E). It can interfere with the ability of the demonstrator to transmit social information, the propagation of social information through the environment, or the ability of a receiver to acquire and process transmitted information.

3.1. Rates of Environmental Change and the Evolution of Social Learning

To better understand how HIREC interacts with social learning, it is important to understand the conditions that favor the evolution of social learning and how learning relates to environmental change more generally. Learning, whether it is individual or social, is adaptive when environments change. A common intuition, particularly in behavioral ecology, is that social learning is adaptive simply because it saves organisms the costs or risks of individual learning. However, there are additional nuances to the evolution of social learning.

Individual learning is a form of phenotypic plasticity— it is often favored over fixed, innate behaviors when the environment changes (Stephens, 1991; Dukas, 2008). However, individual learning (also called “sampling” in the behavioral ecology literature) is assumed to come with some cost. These costs include time-costs and lost foraging opportunities (Stephens and Krebs, 1986) or increased predation risk (Sih, 1992; Griffin, 2004). Social learning and the utilization of public information is often assumed to be adaptive because it decreases the costs of individual learning by utilizing the experiences of others as
### Table 1: Empirical examples of how social learning interacts with HIREC for multiple taxa (mammals, birds, fish) and types of HIREC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Taxon</th>
<th>Common name</th>
<th>Species name</th>
<th>Type of HIREC</th>
<th>Adaptive/Maladaptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teitelbaum et al., 2016</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>Whooping cranes</td>
<td><em>Grus americana</em></td>
<td>Climate Change/ habitat Change</td>
<td>Adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soymanski and Atton, 2005</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>Mallards</td>
<td><em>Anas platyrhynchos</em></td>
<td>Human harvesting</td>
<td>Maladaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinde and Fisher, 1951</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>Blue tit</td>
<td><em>Cyanistes caeruleus</em></td>
<td>Novel food</td>
<td>Adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duca et al., 2013</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>Barbados bullfinch, lesser antillian bullfinch, bananaquit</td>
<td><em>Loxigilla barbadensis, Loxigilla noctis, Coenba flavella</em></td>
<td>Novel food</td>
<td>Adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szymanski and Afton, 2005</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>Mallards</td>
<td><em>Anas platyrhynchos</em></td>
<td>Human harvesting</td>
<td>Maladaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinde and Fisher, 1951</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>Blue tit</td>
<td><em>Cyanistes caeruleus</em></td>
<td>Novel food</td>
<td>Adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducatez et al., 2013</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>Barbados bullfinch, lesser antillian bullfinch, bananaquit</td>
<td><em>Loxigilla barbadensis, Loxigilla noctis, Coenba flavella</em></td>
<td>Novel food</td>
<td>Adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fischer and Frommen, 2013</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Three-spined stickleback</td>
<td><em>Gasterosteus aculeatus</em></td>
<td>Eutrophication</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lienart et al., 2016</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Damselfish</td>
<td><em>Pomacentrus moluccenii</em></td>
<td>Increased temperature/habitat change</td>
<td>Maladaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chivers et al., 2016</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Damselfish, ragasaki damselfish</td>
<td><em>Pomacentrus amboinensis, Pomacentrus ragasakii</em></td>
<td>Introduced predator, habitat change</td>
<td>Maladaptive/Adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindeyer and Reader, 2010</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Zebrafish</td>
<td><em>Danio rerio</em></td>
<td>Introduced predator, habitat change</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrari et al., 2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Damselfish</td>
<td><em>Pomacentrus moluccenii</em></td>
<td>Ocean acidification</td>
<td>Maladaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward et al., 2008</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Banded killifish</td>
<td><em>Fundulus diaphanus</em></td>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>Maladaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foula et al., 2018</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Mammal</td>
<td>Bottlenose dolphin</td>
<td><em>Torpus truncatus</em></td>
<td>Habitat change</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohashi and Matsuzawa, 2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Mammal</td>
<td>Chimpanzee</td>
<td><em>Pan troglodytes</em></td>
<td>Human harvesting</td>
<td>Adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon et al., 2013</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Mammal</td>
<td>African elephant</td>
<td><em>Loxodonta africana</em></td>
<td>Human harvesting</td>
<td>Maladaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazur and Seher, 2008</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Mammal</td>
<td>Black bear</td>
<td><em>Ursus americanus</em></td>
<td>Novel food</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigaud et al., 2017</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Mammal</td>
<td>Bison</td>
<td><em>Bison bison</em></td>
<td>Novel food</td>
<td>Maladaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schakner et al., 2014</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Mammal</td>
<td>Sperm whale</td>
<td><em>Physeter macrocephalus</em></td>
<td>Novel food/habitat change</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schakner et al., 2016</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Mammal</td>
<td>California sea lions</td>
<td><em>Zalophus californianus</em></td>
<td>Novel food/habitat change</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinrich et al., 1992; Allen et al., 2013</td>
<td>1992; 2013</td>
<td>Mammal</td>
<td>Humpback whale</td>
<td><em>Megaptera novaeangliae</em></td>
<td>Novel food/habitat change</td>
<td>Adaptive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Adaptive/Maladaptive column shows if the response of social learning to HIREC is adaptive, maladaptive, mixed, or unclear. Mixed responses show evidence of adaptive and maladaptive responses. Examples that are unclear have not had the consequences of social learning in response to HIREC thoroughly tested in the study are excluded.
proving grounds for whether a new behavior is adaptive. Thus, if the costs of individual learning relative to the benefits of adaptive behavior are sufficiently high, we might predict that social learning is likely to occur.

In addition to the cost of individual learning, innovating a novel solution can be very challenging. Innovations in wild populations are rather rare and many of them do not spread socially (Perry et al., 2017). There are also many “failed” innovations that must be tried before an adaptive one spreads (Miu et al., 2018) and social incentives (i.e., increased status in the eyes of others) might be important for their transmission (Arbilly and Laland, 2017). If adaptive innovation is rare, the evolution of social learning might be favored to propagate novel solutions.

A common intuition, particularly in behavioral ecology, is that social learning is adaptive simply because it saves organisms the above mentioned costs or risks of individual learning. However, there are additional nuances to the evolution of social learning. We explore these nuances with the aid of a development of one of the simplest and best-studied gene-culture coevolution models (Rogers, 1988). In contrast to Rogers’ original model, this version assumes infinite environmental states and innovation error.

We use this model to discuss three factors that are widely thought to have an important role in shaping when or if social learning is advantageous relative to individual learning: (1) the cost, $c$, of individual learning relative to the benefit, $b$, of adaptive behavior, (2) the ease with which an adaptive behavior may be innovated, $s$, and (3) the rate of environmental change, $u$, in an organism’s evolutionary history. These three factors affect how organisms respond to environmental change, and insights from this model can be used to explore the direct and indirect impact of these factors on responses to HIREC.

For simplicity we model two fixed phenotypes, social learners that exist at a frequency of $p$ and individual learners that exist at a frequency of $1 - p$. Generations barely overlap—adults live just long enough to transmit behavior to juveniles before dying. The environment can change states once in each generation with a probability of $u$. This change, if it happens, occurs after individuals have an opportunity to socially learn, but before they use their strategy to cope with the environment. Individual learners, conversely, do not inherit adaptive behaviors from the previous generation. Instead, upon encountering a stimulus they try to innovate a solution and generate an appropriate novel phenotype. What was adaptive in previous environmental states or whether the environment recently changed does not affect their behavior. Adaptive behavior adds to baseline fitness a benefit of $b$. Non-adaptive behavior has zero benefit, leaving individuals with their baseline fitness, $w_0$.

Individual learning always has a cost, $c$, regardless of whether individuals innovate successful behavior. In addition to this cost, only $s$ proportion of innovations, regardless of environmental state, are adaptive (i.e., increase fitness by $b$).

Assuming $b > c$ the fitness of individual learners is:

$$ W(I) = w_0 + sb - c \quad (1) $$

Note that the fitness of individual learners is not affected by environmental change, nor does it change over time.

We assume social learners acquire their phenotype by randomly copying a member of the previous generation via oblique transmission. A proportion of behaviors $Q$ copied from the previous generation are adaptive at time $t$. The fitness of social learners is a function of time and is determined by the frequency of adaptive behavior copied from the previous generation $Q_t$ multiplied by its fitness benefit, $b$:

$$ W_t(S) = w_0 + Q_t b \quad (2) $$

When adaptive behavior is common ($Q_t$ is high), social learners can do well since most learn from other individuals that exhibit the adaptive behavior without paying the costs of innovation.

$Q_t$, the frequency of adaptive behavior in the current timestep copied from the previous generation has its own recursive dynamics and it is embedded in the recursion above:

$$ Q_t = (1 - u)((1 - p)s + pQ_{t-1}) \quad (3) $$
Each phenotype produces offspring proportional to the above fitness functions. If the environment does not change after social learning at time \( t \) (i.e., \( u = 0 \)), social learners may acquire adaptive behavior from individuals in the previous generation that existed at a frequency of \( Q_{t-1} \). If the environment does change in the first time step (i.e., \( u = 1 \)), then none of the behavior social learners acquired from the previous generation is adaptive. After an environmental change, only individual learners can innovate the new adaptive behavior. Thus immediately after environmental change, the frequency of adaptive behavior is proportional to \((1 - p)\): the \( \text{(proportion of individual learners in the population) \times (the ease of adaptive behavioral innovation)} \). However, by the next time step, juvenile social learners can learn the adaptive behavior from adult individual learners who successfully innovated immediately after change. If most individuals are social learners (i.e., individuals that do not innovate), then for some time after environmental change, most social learners continue to adopt the old, now maladaptive behavior, and thus do poorly compared to individual learners (Equation 2). This ‘inertia of tradition’ slows the population’s response to HIREC (Figure 1G).

These dynamics are illustrated in more detail in Figure 2. In the first time step after each environmental change (before individual learners can innovate), the frequency of adaptive behavior drops to zero (Figures 2A,C in blue). Social learners thus learn the old, now maladaptive, behavior which decreases their fitness to baseline and decreases their frequency in the population relative to individual learners (Figures 2B,D in red). Each successive environmental change is marked by a number indicating the timestep and an arrow on the x-axis. Panels a and b show these dynamics in a relatively stable environment \((u = 0.05)\), while c and d show dynamics in a more rapidly changing environment \((u = 0.25)\). At the beginning of the simulation, the population is at \( p = \hat{p} \), the steady state of the frequency of adaptive behaviors specified in Equation 4.

In the less stable environment, frequent environmental changes keep the frequency of social learners low (Figure 2C). However, because most of the population consists of individual learners who have a high chance (80% in this simulation) of innovating the new adaptive behavior, both the frequency of adaptive behavior and thus the fitness of social learners rebounds rapidly (Figure 2D). Because social learners avoid the cost of individual learning, they increase in prevalence. However, before the frequency of social learners can get high, the next environmental change occurs and knocks the proportion of social learners back down (Figure 2D).

In contrast, in relatively stable environments, if adaptive behavior has had time to become common (Figure 2B) social learners avoid the cost of individual learning while generally learning the adaptive behavior (from either individual learners or other social learners). As long as the environment does not change, social learners gradually increase in prevalence and after a long period of stability, may approach fixation (Figure 2A). However, after the next environmental change, if most individuals are social learners, only a few individual learners are present to innovate the new adaptive behavior. Social learners thus continue to adopt old, non-adaptive behaviors primarily from other social learners. The population then has a low \( dq/dt \) and exhibits low resilience following environmental change; in other words, it takes a long time for the frequency of adaptive behavior (Figure 2B, see, in particular, the lag in recovery after changes in time steps 25 and 80) and the fitness of social learners to rebound. During this recovery phase the frequency of social learners declines because the fitness of social learners is low. Still, as long as environmental change remains infrequent, social learners continue to stay common (Figure 2A) and this continues to reduce the population’s resilience to environmental change.

Note that in a very stable environment, organisms can evolve to rely on adaptive, innate tendencies instead of learning (Stephens, 1991; McNamara et al., 2016) (e.g., on islands that have always lacked major predators, prey are often bold and do not readily learn about novel dangers). In contrast, low to intermediate rates of change tend to favor social learning while frequent, rapid change favors individual learning that allows for the rapid adoption of novel adaptive behaviors. This trend is a specific case of the conventional wisdom that organisms that have evolved with environmental change are more ready for HIREC.

Although ongoing environmental change produces a cycle of decline and recovery of social learners after each change, it is useful to solve for the long-term steady-state frequency of social learners, and the invasion conditions for social and individual learners as that may provide insight.

To solve for the genetic steady state of social learners, we may solve the simultaneous system of equations:

\[
W_I(S) = W(I)
\]

\[
Q_t = Q_{t-1}
\]

for \( \hat{p} = p \) and \( \hat{Q} = Q_{t-1} = Q_t \) there is a unique solution for the equilibrium values (denoted by hats) of the frequency of social learners and adaptive behavior:

\[
\hat{p} = \frac{1 - usb/c}{1 - u} \quad \hat{Q} = \frac{s}{c} b (4)
\]

Examining the invasion dynamics by setting \( p \approx 0 \) we find that social learners may invade a population of individual learners when \( W(I) > \hat{W}(S) \) or:

\[
u < c/sb
\]

Setting \( p \approx 1 \), individual learners may invade a population of social learners when \( W(I) < \hat{W}(S) \) or:

\[sb > c \]

It is easier for social learners to invade if they are sufficiently rare relative to individual learners (when \( p \) is small). This is a consequence of social learner fitness decreasing as \( p \) increases, yielding similar information-parasitism dynamics as the producer-scrounger game (Barnard and Sibly, 1981). A broad parameter space favors a mix of individual and social learners. Additionally, a substantial number of maladaptive
behavior and social learners can be maintained at equilibrium—particularly under a range of parameter conditions when both innovation is hard (i.e., lower $s$) and the rate of environmental change is moderate to high. Due to the risk of environmental change, a rare social learner is always better off in a group of individual learners whose frequency of adaptive behavior is unaffected by environmental change. This reduces the ‘inertia of tradition’ that affects social learners. This inertia is minimized in conditions that favor a lower $\hat{p}$– populations with fewer social learners on average. We might predict that organisms who evolved in ancestral conditions that favor a low $\hat{p}$ might fare better in HIREC scenarios as they may more quickly recover immediately after change.

Intriguingly, Rogers (1988) showed that at the mixed ESS conditions of $\hat{q}$ and $\hat{p}$, the mean fitness of social or individual learners is never higher than either pure equilibrium. This is also true when social learners selectively copy individual learners (Boyd and Richerson, 1995). This suggests that something other than simply saving the costs of individual learning is important for social learning to evolve. This observation is commonly referred to as “Rogers’ Paradox.”

Since the illustration of Rogers’ Paradox, theoreticians have found multiple situations where social learning can raise population mean fitness such as spatial heterogeneity (Aoki and Nakahashi, 2008; Rendell et al., 2010), or when animals use “social learning contingencies” or combine individual with social learning (Boyd and Richerson, 1995; Enquist et al., 2007; McElreath et al., 2018). Under certain conditions, learning biases (e.g., a tendency to learn from successful individuals) often provide particular contexts where social learning is adaptive compared to random copying (reviewed in Aoki and Feldman, 2014). The broad point is that the specifics of social learning can have major effects on the adaptive benefits of social learning.

3.1.1. Evolutionary History Shapes Species’ Response to HIREC
A key element in predicting a species’ or population’s response to HIREC is understanding the organisms’ evolutionary history.
and how it shapes their ability to innovate adaptive behavioral responses to the novel conditions post-HIREC (Figure 1A).

If only individual learners can innovate, populations that have evolved to rely heavily on social learning will generally have a poorer response immediately after HIREC (see Figure 2). Of course, even populations with numerous individual learners will only respond well to HIREC if individual learners have a high probability of successful innovation, s. With regard to s, some species are simply better at domain general problem solving (Deane et al., 2006; Reader et al., 2011) and likely have a higher probability of innovating adaptive behavioral responses to novel situations. In addition, all else the same, species that have evolved in highly variable environments (in space or time) will have experienced a history of selection favoring the ability to innovate that should result in higher s. This is the case unless they have typically experienced situations that are so novel that the required new behaviors have been exceptionally difficult to innovate (sometimes referred to as innovative “leaps” Miu et al., 2018). Notably, species that have experienced highly variable conditions should also have evolved a high proportion of individual learners (Figure 2C, Equation 4). The proportion of individual to social learners also depends on the cost of individual learning. Foragers that evolved in areas with high predation regimes or herbivores who evolved in areas with many toxic plants might have high costs of individual learning or sampling and thus be more likely to use social learning.

Evolved life history, social systems, and demographics are also important for understanding how social learning may affect species’ responses to HIREC. At a basic level, generational overlap is necessary to provide access to older individuals who are repositories of knowledge to cope with ecologically rare events. However, older individuals may also have outdated information if environments change within their lifetime. More detailed effects of social systems can come via effects on patterns of interaction (social networks) that influence social learning pathways (e.g., horizontal vs. vertical or oblique transmission) and social learning strategies (section 3.3). That is, the evolved social system and life histories affect how many demonstrators are available to copy and what cues are available to utilize in a social learning strategy (e.g., a tendency to learn from others based on their age, sex, relatedness, or rank).

3.1.2. Mismatch and Time-Lags Affect Social Learning’s Utility Post-HIREC

Immediately after HIREC, individuals and populations can suffer substantial reductions in fitness if their formerly adaptive behaviors are now mismatched and yield substantially lower fitness benefits than the new, adaptive behavior. While it is possible that previously adaptive behaviors are exaptations that happen to match adaptive behaviors post-HIREC (Gould, 1991), we focus here on mismatches. If the mismatch is severe enough it can cause population declines and even extirpation (Whitehead and Richerson, 2009).

As noted above, social learning can underlie maladaptive population responses to HIREC. For instance, social information about high quality resource patches or social facilitation (e.g., conspecific attraction) often permits animals to efficiently locate habitats with abundant resources (Valone and Templeton, 2002). HIREC, however, may render the use of social information less beneficial or even riskier (see Table 1 for examples). This mismatch is often exploited by humans and is sometimes referred to as a “social trap.” For example, hunters use spinning wing decoys which mimic the appearance and movement of their target bird, mallard ducks, to lure them to hunting sites (Szymanski and Afton, 2005).

At a population level, the fitness cost of mismatched behavior after HIREC is even larger if social learning contributes to a time-lag in the spread of adaptive behavior. The time-lag for adaptive behavior to spread depends not only on the frequency of social learners (as displayed in Equation 3 and Figure 2) but also on the population density, the species’ life history (e.g., whether they have overlapping generations) and social system (e.g., group size and social networks), and what social learning strategy they employ (see section 3.2 for an example in rats). In order to display an adaptive social learning response and minimize time lag, animals must interact sufficiently frequently, exhibit key behaviors at the appropriate time, and have the capacity to adopt novel behavior at the time of their exposure (Beck and Galef, 1989; Pike and Laland, 2010; Slagsvold and Wiebe, 2011; Thornton and Clutton-Brock, 2011). Animals living in small social groups or with limited social interactions may be unlikely to observe adaptive behavior or be more prone to suffer from time-lag post-HIREC and fare poorly. Animals that learn from a broader pool of demonstrators might better respond to HIREC than those which might only learn from a subset of potential demonstrators in a population.

3.2. Social Learning Pathways

Social learning permits inheritance of behavioral phenotypes within and across generations from many cultural parents via different social learning pathways (Figure 1C) (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981). Individuals may learn behavior from their biological parents, a process referred to as vertical transmission. They may also use oblique transmission, and copy behavioral phenotypes from all possible adults in the previous generation. Individuals may also acquire their behavior from cohort mates within their generation, a process known as horizontal transmission.

HIREC may favor oblique or horizontal transmission over vertical transmission. Vertical transmission is more prone to time-lag than oblique transmission, and therefore only evolves at low levels of environmental change. Oblique and horizontal transmission provide the advantage of better accessing individual learners, and they can more quickly respond to environmental change unless natural selection is strong. The ability of sampling a broader pool of individuals simply increases the odds of acquiring adaptive behavior over relying on gaining it from one or two parents. However when selection maximizes fertility, copying one’s parents is more likely to be adaptive– a child’s existence is an honest indicator that its parents were doing something right. Thus, the conditions where we would predict vertical transmission to evolve is in behavioral domains that affect fertility rather than survival, when the behavior’s effective environment is stable, and when natural selection is strong.
In the context of HIREC, species that have limited access to oblique transmission (i.e., those that only interact within family-unit social systems) might respond poorly to environmental change given our predictions. The hypothesis that oblique transmission copes with novelty better than vertical transmission is supported by empirical work in rats. Juvenile rats socially learn about the location of food and what to eat by following adults to food sources. Different species, however, rely on different social learning pathways and strategies. Norway rats have a tendency to incorporate foods into their diet that they smell on other adults via oblique transmission; they are very hesitant to consume foods they do not smell on other rats. In contrast black rats have a very strong preference for vertical transmission (mother to offspring) during a critical period. While both species are globally widespread, Norway rats have replaced black rats in recent years in many anthropogenically altered landscapes through much of the world. This may be in part because the rapid change at which novel food sources have been introduced in recent years may favor a flexible learning system such as oblique transmission over vertical transmission (Chou et al., 2000; Richerson, 2019).

Horizontal transmission, or copying age-mates, might also be less prone to time-lag issues than oblique and vertical transmission. This is especially true if organisms have a sensitive window (Fawcett and Frankenhaus, 2015) for social information, and older generations are less likely to sample or update information about the environment, as has been empirically supported in several species (Aplin et al., 2017; Barrett et al., 2017).

While oblique and horizontal transmission are typically prone to less time-lag, vertical transmission may be adaptive when historical knowledge about habitat quality and movement are important. The use of older individuals as repositories of knowledge has evolved in many social species and if the benefit of the information held by those individuals has not changed in a post HIREC world, their removal can be detrimental to a population’s response to HIREC. The danger of removing the older, keystone individuals (Modlmeier et al., 2014) is particularly prevalent in transmitting knowledge about migratory pathways. Experimental translocations and relocations of bighorn sheep show that populations that maintained older, more knowledgeable individuals migrated more consistently and were able to find better forage (Jesmer et al., 2018). Herring develop migratory patterns early in life based on the migratory behavior of older conspecifics. However, fishing typically targets older, larger individuals. After some herring fisheries were reduced to two percent of their original size, the number of spawning sites reduced dramatically making populations of herring increasingly vulnerable to possible disturbances at the remaining spawning sites (Corton, 2002). Thus, the reliance on older individuals through oblique transmission may force individuals into maladaptive spawning decisions as a consequence of targeted over-fishing.

Ultimately, there exists an inherent tension in the costs and benefits of horizontal, oblique and vertical transmission. Individuals who have survived their juvenile stage almost certainly have some adaptive behaviors, making them a repository of information for rare events that have occurred within their lifetime. However, when the environment is likely to change, horizontal transmission may be more adaptive than oblique or vertical transmission, especially if age-mates are likely to innovate or if adaptive behaviors differ across age classes.

Perhaps one way to successfully cope with HIREC is to facultatively switch between transmission pathways. Experimental studies suggest that captive Zebra finches who were treated with cortisol, a stress hormone, relied primarily on oblique transmission when acquiring social information about a foraging task. Untreated control juveniles instead relied primarily on vertical transmission (Farine et al., 2015b). Vertical transmission often outperforms oblique transmission in very stable environments, whereas oblique transmission is better when the environment is changing. Thus switching from vertical transmission to oblique transmission might be adaptive if stress is a reliable cue that the environment has changed (i.e., juveniles are stressed because their parents fed them poorly in a post-HIREC environment).

### 3.2.1. Learning Pathways, Critical Periods, Sensitive Windows, and HIREC

Which social learning pathway to rely on becomes increasingly complicated if individuals change their propensity to socially learn within their lifetime. Critical periods are limited time windows in an organism’s life where they are capable of learning, while sensitive windows are periods where individuals are more likely to update information and show plasticity within their lifetime (Fawcett and Frankenhaus, 2015). The ability to learn may decrease over development due to neurological changes or priorities shifting away from information acquisition toward other activities such as reproduction. The most well studied example of critical periods and social learning is bird song. Passerines, parrots, and hummingbirds learn songs via oblique or vertical transmission as juveniles. They then practice and refine this song. Later in development, testosterone causes neurological changes where the song types crystallize (Marler et al., 1988) and many, but not all (Nottebohm et al., 1987), birds lose the cognitive machinery to socially learn songs. In several species diet preferences (Terkel, 1996; Chou et al., 2000) and extractive foraging behaviors (Tebbich et al., 2001) may only be socially learned during critical periods.

Species that have a critical period or sensitive window, might fare poorly compared to open-ended, completely plastic learners post-HIREC. Juveniles that learn socially primarily when young (with little later updating) are more likely to copy older adults with outdated behavior. These same adults are also incapable of switching to a new behavioral optimum post-HIREC. If the environment changes, and cues that were learned to be useful during the juvenile critical period become less adaptive or dangerous, species with sensitive windows may do poorly. Thus, animal groups that are mostly comprised of post-critical period individuals, as a result of high survivorship from juvenile stage to adulthood or longevity, may do poorly post-HIREC. $Q$ (the proportion of correct individuals shortly after HIREC) will be low and $dq/dt$ (the rate of increase of correct behavior) will be slow.
3.3. Social Learning Strategies and Transmission Biases

Unbiased social learning might be an unrealistic expectation for many organisms. Some individuals may not have access to all available information in a population for reasons unrelated to cognition (Coussi-Korbel and Fragaszy, 1995; Barrett, 2018). More importantly, many organisms have transmission biases (Boyd and Richerson, 1985) or social learning strategies (Laland, 2004) that can help them hone in on adaptive behavior.

Social learning strategies refer to the psychological heuristics (or cognitive shortcuts) individuals use to choose whom or what to copy from a sea of multiple potential demonstrators and stimuli (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Henrich and McElreath, 2003; Laland, 2004). These heuristics often have a speed/accuracy trade-off. Certain biases might help individuals hone in on an optimal (or good enough) behavior or demonstrator(s) to copy immediately post-HIREC. However, they also may have other risks associated with them as previously adaptive cues used in heuristic decision-making may not be adaptive post-HIREC (Figure 1D).

Various factors affect the costs and benefits of different social learning strategies. Individuals often must choose whom to learn from among multiple demonstrators who may differ in utility across social and ecological contexts. Acquiring and processing all available social information, when possible, may also be costly or impossible. Information acquired from particular demonstrators likely varies in utility among individuals (i.e., juveniles may not benefit from learning behaviors adaptive to adults). However, heuristics are not always optimal, and particular HIREC scenarios may render previously adaptive heuristics maladaptive. Various taxonomies have been made of the variety of social learning strategies (Henrich and McElreath, 2003; Rendell et al., 2011; Kendal et al., 2018). Here, we discuss in detail the ones most applicable to HIREC.

3.3.1. Frequency-Dependent Biases

Frequency-dependent learning refers to learning strategies where the probability of acquiring behavior depends upon its frequency in a population. Aside from random copying or unbiased learning, the most commonly studied variety of frequency-dependent learning is positive-frequency dependence—varieties of which include conformist transmission, conformity-biased learning, and majority-biased learning. [Note: we are not using conformity as defined by Asch (1956) where majority influence causes individuals to abandon accurate personal information; for debates and the history of terminology related to positive frequency dependence see Aplin et al. (2015a) and Van Leeuwen et al. (2015)].

Positive frequency-dependence is disproportionately copying the most common trait in a population, or more generally the use of some type of “consensus” information to inform behavioral choice (McElreath et al., 2013). This may be a function of copying the number of individuals or behaviors (Aplin et al., 2015a). Negative frequency-dependence is also possible, but less theoretically and empirically well explored (Vilhunen et al., 2005). Evidence consistent with positive frequency-dependence has been found in many species (Pike and Laland, 2010; van de Waal et al., 2013; Aplin et al., 2015b). The evolutionary rationale behind positive frequency-dependence is drawing on the wisdom of the crowd—arguably the most common behaviors are those that are beneficial to most individuals in the population. Otherwise, they would have been selected against.

Much theory, and some empirical work, suggests that positive frequency-dependence is a rapid means to acquire adaptive behavior and outperforms other learning strategies when adaptive behavior is common (Baldini, 2012, 2013; McElreath et al., 2013) and in spatially heterogeneous environments (Boyd and Richerson, 1985; Henrich and Boyd, 1998). However, under certain conditions conformist transmission may slow (Laland and Williams, 1998; Henrich, 2001) or prevent (Henrich and Boyd, 1998; Kendal et al., 2010) the spread of adaptive behavior. If the environment changes such that historically adaptive, common behaviors become maladaptive, a rare novel adaptive behavioral phenotype will be unable to spread through a population that consists of pure positive frequency-dependent social learners. Strong conformity may prevent any behavioral change and, essentially, has an infinite time-lag. If individuals undergoing change combine positive frequency-dependence with some other type of learning (i.e., individual learning), positive frequency-dependence may retard, but not prevent, the spread of new, adaptive behaviors.

Whitehead and Richerson (2009) show that conformist transmission can cause population collapse in realistic, temporally variable environments. For computational ease, analytical models typically assume disturbances resemble “white noise.” Environmental disturbances are drawn from a normal distribution where extreme events at the tail are rare and occur with constant magnitude and variance over time. This often produces predictable phenomenon. However, “red noise” scenarios may more closely match realistic HIREC scenarios. Red noise produces environmental changes that occur with increased magnitude (more difference from previous environmental conditions), with increased frequency (extreme, novel events are more common), and less predictably (non-linear dynamics and sudden shifts to more extreme steady states are possible as mean and variance are not constant) than white-noise scenarios of environmental change (Richerson, 2019). Red noise distributions are commonly found when evaluating patterns of spatial heterogeneity or climate fluctuations—two scenarios that are extremely relevant to HIREC. Results from this model show that under certain red noise conditions, species cannot cope with environmental change if they are purely conformist (or potentially rank-biased). Populations that are smaller, or isolated from other groups due to social or geographic factors might be more likely to collapse particularly if they have evolved in a relatively stable environment and rely on conformity-bias. Limited migration from outgroups and drift in small populations may accelerate the near fixation of maladaptive behavior.

In short time scales conformity-biased learning has been shown to spread maladaptive behaviors. Lab studies with guppies (Poecilia reticulata) show that maladaptive information about foraging site location could spread in the population through conformity-biased learning, preventing these lab populations from exploiting the optimal path (Laland and Williams, 1998;
Kendal et al., 2004). Post HIREC, positive-frequency dependent learning strategies tend to cause a time-lag or prevent individuals from copying rare adaptive behaviors making it a seemingly risky learning strategy to employ under these circumstances.

### 3.3.2. Payoff-Biases

Payoff-biased learning includes learning strategies that utilize observable behavioral correlates of fitness (e.g., yield or efficiency) or outcomes of fitness (i.e., fecundity) to inform what or whom to copy. These behaviors are also sometimes contained under the umbrella of “success-biases,” which also include using likely correlates of fitness associated with demonstrators such as rank or prestige (Baldini, 2012) to inform whom to copy (further discussed in the section 3.3.3 on model biases). Individuals may copy the most successful (on average) behavior, also known as “compare-means success-biased” (Baldini, 2013) or “pay-off-biased” learning (McElreath et al., 2008; Kendal et al., 2009a). Individuals may also copy the behaviors of the demonstrator with the best observable payoffs in a population (Baldini, 2013). Compare-means success-bias performs well when high-payoff behaviors are rare (Baldini, 2013), whereas “imitate the best” under performs when lower pay-off behaviors occasionally yield a high payoff due to stochasticity. Evidence consistent with success-biased learning has been found in one fish (Pike et al., 2010) and several primate species (Barrett et al., 2017; Vale et al., 2017; Bono et al., 2018).

If HIREC has directly observable fitness consequences like reducing foraging success or increasing opportunities for predation, evaluating the adaptive content of a behavior via pay-off biased learning is an excellent strategy for coping with HIREC. However, evaluating the content of seemingly successful behaviors or individuals might yield false positives because of stochasticity post-HIREC; we might predict this to be a problem when HIREC also decimates population size or the ability for individuals to acquire information from conspecifics. However, when successful behavior is particularly rare (Baldini, 2013), copying the single most successful individual might be the best strategy.

### 3.3.3. Model-Biases

Payoff-biased strategies appears to be underutilized in nature (Mesoudi, 2011), likely because evaluating the content of a behavior may be costly or impossible. If the inherent meaning of behaviors is not understood (i.e., bird song or displays used to attract mates) or is computationally costly, it may be adaptive to bias attention toward particular demonstrators or “models,” who display cues (i.e., rank, health, fertility) that are likely to be correlated with adaptive behavior. Other times these cues may be indicative of phenotypic matching of socially learned behaviors (i.e., relatedness, age similarity, sex similarity). Additionally, when observable pay-offs are stochastic, then cues are sometimes a better proxy. Many of these cues, such as rank, abundance in a population, success of individuals, or mating success, are often coupled with fitness enhancing behaviors. Evolution might favor the use of particular social learning strategies that hone in on these cues if these cues are reliable over the course of evolutionary history.

HIREC may render model-biased learning maladaptive if it creates a mismatch by decoupling previously reliable cues from their fitness consequences, turning them from honest to dishonest signals. This can lead organisms into ecological traps (Schlaepfer et al., 2002), which will either cause some time-lag or entirely prevent an organism from switching to adaptive behavior. Additionally, behaviors that are socially learned, have high fitness consequences, and/or are only performed by individuals once (i.e., some mating or predation events) in their lifetime may be potentially prone to HIREC. For example, natural selection may favor the evolution of a learning strategy where an individual copies the oviposition or nestmaking site that was most common or chosen by the most fecund member of a population. If this decision is no longer adaptive post-HIREC, evolved social learning rules may become maladaptive unless organisms have some additional cognitive equipment or learned experience to bail them out.

Kin-biased learning (which also includes vertical transmission discussed in section 3.2) is one type of model bias. Kin-biased learning is common in many primates (Perry, 2009; Wrangham et al., 2016; Lamon et al., 2017) and carnivores (Mazur and Seher, 2008; Müller and Cant, 2010; Thornton and Clutton-Brock, 2011). In some cases, however, it is unclear whether this is a consequence of family-unit social systems or kin-biased social interactions rather than strategic social learning (Laland, 2004). In some species, kin-biases may drastically reduce the variety of social behaviors that an individual may acquire post-HIREC compared to social learning strategies that have them exploring outside of their family groups.

Furthermore, copying individuals that have indicators of success, such as rank, reproductive status, or physical condition may have longer time-lags than other social learning strategies if these cues are not equally relevant in the pre- and post-HIREC world. These indicators presumably take some time to be lost post-HIREC if they were reliable in the pre-HIREC world. Generally, we might predict that using social learning strategies which rely on a greater number of individuals may have a greater time-lag post-HIREC. However there exists an inherent tension; socially learning from multiple individuals reduces stochasticity due to sampling effects. Watching a seemingly successful behavior or individual might yield false results because of stochasticity, but can be adaptive when successful behavior is particularly rare (Baldini, 2013).

### 3.3.4. Content-Bias

Content- or direct-biased learning, is when individuals have genetic predispositions to acquire or attend to social learning about particular stimuli (Boyd and Richerson, 1985). This genetic predisposition is also referred to as “evolutionary preparedness” (Seligman, 1971; Davey, 1995; Lindström et al., 2016). This may occur because natural selection biases organisms to attend to social information or copy behavior about evolutionary stable or important cues like predators (Galef and Laland, 2005) or mate choice (Nöbel et al., 2018). Examples of direct-bias include food taboos and dietary preferences (Fessler and Navarrete, 2003; Henrich and Henrich, 2010) and preferential retention of information about dangerous animals (Broesch et al., 2014).
Evolutionary simulations suggest that preparedness and social learning can coevolve in dangerous and stochastic environments. This coevolution may lead to suboptimal appearing behavior, although this is likely due to a tradeoff between flexibility and safety shaped by an organism’s evolutionary history (Lindström et al., 2016). If HIREC reduces the reliability of ancestrally reliable cues upon which content-biases are based, this may strongly influence individuals to acquire outdated social information or choose a suboptimal behavior a type of socially learned ecological trap (Schlaepfer et al., 2002).

### 3.3.5. Integrating Personal and Social Information

For much of this paper we have discussed social learning as a stand-alone mechanism for gathering information about the environment. In reality animals likely integrate social and individual information, a family of learning strategies known as social learning contingencies. Surprisingly, the interplay between social and individual learning in wild populations is not thoroughly explored, despite models suggesting that the integration of personal and social learning is what renders social learning adaptive over any fixed strategy (Boyd and Richerson, 1995; Enquist et al., 2007; Aoki and Feldman, 2014). Adaptive plasticity in learning strategies, where individuals switch from social to individual learning if they suspect the environment is changing was also common among the best strategies in a recent computer simulation based social learning strategies tournament (Fogarty et al., 2012).

The interplay between social and individual learning is subtle and takes several forms. Oftentimes social information is used to explore behaviors, while individual information is used to settle on behavior regarding the incorporation of novel diet items (Galef and Whiskin, 2001) and changing foraging behaviors to maximize yields (McElreath et al., 2005; Barrett et al., 2017). Social learning can also reverse earlier individual preferences, even if that socially acquired information is contradictory to individually acquired information. Norway rats that were taught an aversion to a food item then increased their intake of that food after interacting with a demonstrator rat that had consumed the aversive item (Galef et al., 1997). Later work showed that rats who learned that a food item was toxic or unpalatable ignored their personal knowledge and consumed an unpalatable or potentially toxic food item after interacting with a rat that had eaten that lower quality food (Galef and Whiskin, 2008). Similar experiments have demonstrated a social component to reverse feeding aversions in captive spotted hyenas (Yoerg, 1991) for previously learned unpalatable novel foods. Thus social learning might be an important mechanism for changing initial impressions a type of reversal learning. However we need future studies and theory to understand the adaptive significance and limitations of this in the face of HIREC, as sometimes an over-reliance on one type of information over the other could lead to maladaptive decision making (Avarguès-Weber et al., 2018).

### 3.4. HIREC Intersects With Transmission Processes

In addition to altering the value of social information, HIREC can impair the transmission of information necessary for social learning to take place. For social learning to occur, a demonstrator must send information in the form of signals or cues through the environment to a receiver (Maynard Smith and Harper, 2003). This process has been shaped over evolutionary time, so when HIREC increases the mismatch between a population’s current and ancestral environment, communication may be disrupted. Most research examining the maladaptive effects of social learning assume that the learner has successfully received a signal (Rieucau and Giraldeau, 2011). In reality, HIREC may disrupt the flow of information before it reaches the potential learner.

The transmission of information can be broken down into three phases: 1) production of information by the sender, 2) transmission through the environment and 3) detection by the receiver. HIREC may interfere with any of these phases. The production of signals by demonstrators can be impacted by anthropogenic activities in two main ways. First, HIREC often results in declining population or group size. This is particularly true with anthropogenic disturbances that target specific keystone individuals (Modlmeier et al., 2014) in a population. For instance, human harvesting that targets the largest, oldest, and most knowledgeable animals in a population can lead to a decrease in high quality demonstrators (Shannon et al., 2013). When social information is beneficial, HIREC can cause an information-based Allee effect, where a decrease in population size reduces the availability of useful social information that further exacerbates population decline (Gil et al., 2018). Second, HIREC can reduce information production per demonstrator. For example, high temperatures and low food availability decrease the ability of damselfish to produce chemical alarm cues (Lienart et al., 2016). Because food availability and climate are tightly linked, this has the potential to impact species that rely heavily on conspecific chemical alarm cues to learn about predatory threats.

Environmental conditions resulting from HIREC can also interfere with the propagation of signals. This is especially common in aquatic environments where conditions like low pH and turbidity impair chemical and visual signals from traveling between individuals (Semel and Sherman, 2001; Brown et al., 2002; Leduc et al., 2004; Fischer and Frommen, 2013). Signal propagation is also negatively affected by HIREC for many plants, as volatile cues transmitted between individuals are degraded by pollution, thus reducing their reliability (Blande et al., 2014). As diesel pollution affects the ability of honey bees to use chemical cues to locate nectar resources (Lusebrink et al., 2015), it is possible that olfactory signals transmitted between organisms through the air are also affected by atmospheric pollutants introduced by HIREC.

Anthropogenic activities can also inhibit the detection of signals by observers. This phenomenon has been studied extensively near urban areas and roads where noise pollution masks auditory signals (reviewed in Patricelli and Blickley, 2006). For instance, Parris and Schneider (2009) compared the effects of traffic noise on two species of bird: the grey-shrike-thrush and the grey fantail. The thrush calls with a lower sound frequency than the fantail. Thus, with increased low frequency traffic noise, the thrush had to shift to singing at a higher frequency but the fantail
was not disturbed. This underscores another important point: the degree that HIREC interferes with transmission depends on the mismatch between the pre- and post-HIREC environment. Still, at sites with high traffic noise the probability of detecting either bird decreased. Thus the magnitude of change is also important. Even if the noise is loud animals may be able to shift the timing of their calling to compensate for the increased noise if it only occurs during a specific temporal window (Fuller et al., 2007).

Importantly, HIREC often includes simultaneous changes on multiple aspects of the environment, which may limit the ability of animals to transmit information successfully in all three phases of the transmission process. Ultimately, an effective transmission process is necessary for a social learning response. If animals cannot effectively communicate to one another, then whether social learning is an adaptive or maladaptive response may be a moot point as it may be significantly reduced in a post-HIREC world.

### 3.4.1. Information Variation and Types of HIREC

For social learning to be an avenue for organisms to escape HIREC, there must be observable variance in fitness of information post-HIREC. To illustrate, imagine a novel pollutant is introduced to a stream that reduces reaction time of an aquatic critter to a predator. This species may notice that conspecifics upstream (where concentrations of the novel pollutant are lower) appear to be in a better state; they may use that social information to decide to move upstream. Now, imagine that the same pollutant is introduced to a pond, such that it exists in equal concentrations around the whole pond and equally affects all individuals. Individuals may evaluate their state compared to conspecifics, note that it is similar, and thus not have access to any social information that would allow them to escape this dangerous HIREC scenario. Thus types of HIREC that harm all individuals in a population equally may be particularly harmful, as they limit the utility of social learning as an escape. In such contexts, memory of conditions pre-HIREC might be the only source of variance that could inform them to leave their local patch and seek out better conditions.

### 4. CONCLUSIONS

Social learning is a complex phenomenon whose evolution and efficacy are influenced by a multitude of factors. Social learning allows individuals to gather information about their environment while avoiding the costs of sampling it directly through individual learning. However the ease of innovation, rate of environmental change, and proportion of individual to social learners are also important in maintaining the fitness of social learners in a given population. While models examining the evolution and prevalence of social learning have focused on these social learning traits, it is important to note that they often exclude the ability of individuals to integrate individual and social information, a scenario which likely occurs frequently in nature.

We provide a framework for understanding the expression of adaptive and maladaptive responses to HIREC. It demonstrates that a species’ evolutionary history shapes components of social learning important in producing a response to HIREC. These components include the proportion of individual to social learners in a population, social learning pathways, social learning strategies and the information transmission process. These social learning traits are important in determining the proportion of individuals exhibiting the correct behavior shortly after HIREC and the rate of increase of correct behavior in a population, both of which determine the long-term social learning response to HIREC. HIREC can disrupt social learning by changing environmental traits important for the components of social learning, creating a mismatch or a time-lag.

We close by noting several avenues for expanding the analysis of effects of social learning on responses to HIREC. First, while we focused on social vs. individual learning as an isolated trait, social learning tendencies and strategies might usually be correlated with other phenotypic traits (e.g., age, size, condition, rank, or social network position). How social learning affects individual and population responses to HIREC might then be mediated by the correlation with these other traits. In particular, a developing literature examines how learning tendencies (social and individual) are associated with personality traits such as boldness, exploratory tendency or neophobia ([Sih and Del Giudice, 2012; Aplin et al., 2014; Carter et al., 2014; Trompf and Brown, 2014; Griffin et al., 2015]; but see Morand-Ferron et al. (2015)]. If, for example, bold individuals tend to be individual learners (willing to expose themselves to risks to learn about novel options), this could result in high mortality of individual learners in the face of novel predators, making it particularly difficult for an adaptive response to these novel predators to spread. In contrast, if individual learners are cautious, they might be more likely to survive encounters with novel predators and then potentially transmit the information to social learners.

Second, we focused on learning from conspecifics, but social learning from heterospecifics also occurs (Dawson and Chittka, 2012; Gil et al., 2018) as has been historically shown for public information like predator risk (Seyfarth et al., 1980; Ito and Mori, 2010) and food patch quality and location (Parejo et al., 2005; Farine et al., 2015a). If social learning is beneficial, then heterospecifics that share information can be information mutualists (Gil et al., 2018), whereas if it is costly, then heterospecifics can contribute to cross-species social traps. Many of the points that we discussed about conspecific social learning can also apply for cross-species social learning (e.g., a key component could be heterospecific learning strategies, or which species and which members of other species one learns from). An intriguing idea is the possibility of keystone information providers - species that numerous other species learn from (Farine et al., 2015a; Gil et al., 2018). In general, a future area of study is what can be termed the ‘community ecology’ of social learning.

In addition, we assumed that any innovative behavior that provided an increase in fitness for social learners would benefit a population that utilizes social learning. However, effective innovation and its cultural transmission could result...
in over exploitation of resources and might lead to eventual population decline, a potential consequence which requires further research. While this topic is discussed in research integrating cultural evolution and sustainability science in humans (Kline et al., 2018), it may be a risk to some animals using social learning to cope with HIREC. Long tailed macaques living in archipelagos off the coast of Thailand rely on stone tools to open bivalves and other resources on resource limited islands– behaviors that are likely culturally transmitted. There is evidence that tool-users at sufficient population densities drive down both population size and composition, removing larger shellfish from the populations. Researchers estimate that given sufficient time, tool-aided foraging might no longer benefit these populations and might in fact further threaten their persistence (Lunca et al., 2017).

Finally, we focused our analysis on the initial, relatively short term response to environmental change. On longer time scales, by affecting fitness, the behavioral response to HIREC affects population dynamics. Social learning that slows responses to HIREC or even result in social traps can contribute to population decline (Hale et al., 2015). In contrast, when social learning spreads adaptive behavior quickly, this can not only rescue populations, it can result in population ‘booms’ (e.g., urbanized or invasive pests) that can be followed by overexploitation and subsequent ‘busts’. And, in the even longer-term, post-HIREC, social learning tendencies and strategies might evolve and become a component of evolutionary rescue (Gonzalez et al., 2013). More empirical and modeling work on consequences of social learning for population (or even multi-species) dynamics, and for eco-evolutionary dynamics should be valuable and exciting.
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